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2022 Foreword Indies Finalist in TravelAs we age, we all begin to have physical difficulties to
contend with.In No Spring Chicken, Francine Falk-Allen—a polio survivor who knows a thing or
two about living with a disability—offers her own take on how to navigate the complications
aging brings with equanimity (and a sense of humor). The handbook is divided into three
sections: Part I is a jaunt through accessible travel pleasures and pitfalls in several parts of the
world; Part II addresses the adaptation people who love a handicapped or aging person could
make in order to have a lighter, more mutually rewarding relationship with him or her, as well as
advice for physically challenged and aging persons themselves regarding self-care, exercise,
pain management, healthcare, and more; and Part III discusses the challenges, rewards and
logistics of engaging with groups of people who share similar issues.Accessible and wryly funny,
No Spring Chicken is a fun and informative guide to living your best and longest life—whatever
your physical challenges, and whatever your age.

2022 Foreword Indies Finalist in Travel2021 Foreword Indies Finalist in Travel“Part of her book is
designed to encourage all of her readers—disabled or not—to go out and explore the wider
world, hence the amount of practical advice in these pages… She looks squarely at the
additional challenges handicapped people face when traveling and offers exuberant
encouragement. A fun, spirited book…”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review“Falk-Allen follows up
Not a Poster Child with an enthusiastic… collection of stories from her life as a world traveler
and polio survivor. She offers plenty of colorful accounts of places she’s visited… The book’s
second part flips… between advice for caregivers of aging parents and for aging readers
themselves concerning ambulatory difficulties, dealing with changes in one’s capabilities, and
developing a partnership between the caregiver and the person needing assistance… the
author’s infectious sense of adventure will appeal to those struggling with aging and disability.”—
Publishers Weekly“Pull out your travel pants and let Francine take you on a globe-trotting tour of
her favorite destinations and the best ways to navigate them, especially… [with a] handicap.
After her travel section, she shares her resilient experience finding incredible resources and
tools to maximize quality of life with a winning attitude. Highly readable and very
informative.”―Kathryn E. Johnson, Retired CEO, American Hospital Association’s Health
Forum“No Spring Chicken manages to be inspiring, heartwarming and informational all at once,
with a charming irreverence that makes it a delightful read. Partly a book on travel, particularly for
those who experience mobility or other challenges, it’s also a book that inspires curiosity,
tenacity and adventure no matter one’s physical abilities or age. With compassion, humor and
just the right amount of sass, Francine Falk-Allen encourages us all to explore, be kind to
ourselves, ask for what we need, and have some fun.”—Betsy Graziani Fasbinder, writing and



speech coach and author of Filling Her Shoes and From Page to Stage“Francine Falk-Allen has
packed No Spring Chicken with useful information, inspiring personal stories, and laugh-out-
loud moments. Whether you’re facing physical challenges of aging or a disability at any time,
you’ll find many practical tips for making daily life and traveling to virtually any place in the world
easier. I’m glad to have this resource to recommend to my therapy clients and others.”—Marcia
Naomi Berger, LCSW, author of Marriage Minded: An A to Z Dating Guide for Lasting Love and
Marriage Meetings for Lasting Love“Move over, Rick Steves, Francine Falk-Allen has condensed
a life of travel from her living room to Paris, Egypt, and across the street into a smart, simple how-
to for navigating any terrain. If you are aging or have loved ones who are unable to navigate the
world as they once did, you will find this book extremely helpful; it’s laced with lots of common
sense and humor. Her chapter on the importance of incorporating gentle Yoga into your daily
regime is powerful and achievable. Add three deep belly breaths and get started.”—Amy Peele,
certified Chopra Yoga instructor specializing in chair yoga, and author of Match: a Medical
Murder Mystery and Cut: A Medical Murder Mystery“No Spring Chicken is like having your own
personal guide at the Aging or Disability Theme Park, so you get the most out of all the rides!
Part travelogue, part owner’s manual for aging or disabled people and those who love them, it’s
a delightful guide to living your best life. Falk-Allen knows the terrain, has walked the path, and
shares her wisdom with optimism and resilience.”—Mary E. Plouffe, Ph.D., author of I Know It in
My Heart: Walking through Grief with a Child--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorFrancine Falk-Allen was born in Los Angeles and has lived nearly all of her life in Northern
California. A former art major with a BA in managerial accounting who ran her own business for
thirty-three years, she has always craved creative outlets. This has taken the form of singing and
recording with various groups, painting, and writing songs, poetry, and essays, some of which
have been published. Falk-Allen facilitates Polio Survivors of Marin County and Just Write Marin
County (a Meetup writing group), and is a volunteer member of the San Rafael City ADA
Accessibility Committee. Her first book, Not a Poster Child: Living Well with a Disability: A
Memoir has been included on several national outlet’ss’ lists of best books of 2018, including
Kirkus Reviews, BuzzFeed, and PopSugar, and received a gold medal from Living Now Book
Awards for Inspiring Memoir – Female and a silver medal from Sarton Women’s Book Awards for
memoir. She was also named one of “25 Women Making a Difference in 2019” by Conversations
Magazine. She loves the outdoors, gardening, pool exercise, her sweet, peculiar old cat,
spending time with her husband and good friends, strong British tea, and a little champagne
now and then. Francine lives in San Rafael, California. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Past Praise for Francine Falk-Allen’sNot A Poster Child: Living Wellwith a Disability—A Memoir
2019 Living Now Book Awards Gold MedalWinner in Inspirational/Memoir (Female) 2018 Sarton
Women’s Book AwardsSilver Medal/Finalist in Memoir Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of
2018“Overall, this is a frank, no-nonsense account of living with a disability, edged with a razor-
sharp wit … Bold, charming, and inspirational.”—KIRKUS REVIEWS“It’s refreshing to see a
sense of humor that leans absurdist rather than self-deprecating, and Falk-Allen’s cheekiness
enlightens as much as it endears. Not a Poster Child is enlivened by its uniquely compassionate
approach to living with a disability as it confronts timely issues of vaccination, workplace
accessibility, and life-affirming kindness.”—CLARION/FOREWORD REVIEWS“Not a Poster
Child places the reader inside the body of Polio—and into a world of surprising expectations.
The view from Francine Falk-Allen’s captivating memoir envelopes unexpected family dynamics
and intimate insights only a writer who has ‘lived the life’ can bring to the page. As the daughter
of a Polio victim, this book brought me closer to my mother’s experience and into a reality few
have walked…”—PAMELA LIVINGSTON, MA, MFA, Book Passage“With plainspoken
eloquence, Francine Falk-Allen brings to life the rich palette of emotions of her lifelong battles
with polio—the sorrows and joys, the heartbreaks and triumphs. Her book is funny, inspiring, and
bitingly honest. It’s a revealing, constantly surprising story that shines a new light on that eternal
human question: how can we make the most of our lives?”—EDWARD GRAY, Emmy Award-
winning documentary producer and director“A beautifully written book about loss, pain and
finding the will to forge ahead. Falk-Allen writes openly and courageously as she details a
childhood spent overcoming first, a bout with polio, and then [another heartbreaking loss]. With
equal parts humor and irreverence, she takes the journey through young adulthood and finally to
the current challenge of dealing with the late effects of polio. A first-rate memoir on all
accounts.”—BRIAN TIBURZI, Executive Director, Post-Polio Health International“Not a Poster
Child is a memoir of wit, unstinting honesty and compassion about Falk-Allen, who contracted
polio as a child and has lived her life as handicapped, and ordinary. But this is not an ordinary
story. You grow to love this character who is our heroine… a story of a woman with disabilities
which fade as she confronts the essential questions of how to make a life … with love and
rejection, searching and finding, failure and success … unwavering in her willingness to take on
life and make it work on her behalf. In the end the reader—this reader—has a friend and
confidant.”—SUSAN RICHARD SHREVE, author of Warm Springs: Traces of a Childhood at
FDR’s Polio HavenCopyright © 2021 Francine Falk-AllenAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, digital scanning, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.
For permission requests, please address She Writes Press.Published 2021Printed in the United



States of AmericaLibrary of Congress Control Number: 2021900691For information,
address:She Writes Press1569 Solano Ave #546Berkeley, CA 94707Interior pencil illustrations
by Francine Falk-AllenInterior design by Tabitha LahrShe Writes Press is a division of SparkPoint
Studio, LLC.All company and/or product names may be trade names, logos, trademarks, and/or
registered trademarks and are the property of their respective owners.Names and identifying
characteristics have been changed to protect the privacy of certain individuals.For my nieces,
Kathe and CarolCONTENTSIntroduction Part I: The Wild Handicapper Flies the CoopCHAPTER
1 Travelin’ GirlCHAPTER 2 The Wild Handicapper at LargeCHAPTER 3 North, South, East,
West—US and MexicoCHAPTER 4 Getting Outdoors in the USACHAPTER 5 Capital City and
The Big Easy—Plus Way up North, Eh?CHAPTER 6 Dear to My Heart: United Kingdom and
IrelandCHAPTER 7 Farther Afield—India, Egypt, IsraelCHAPTER 8 Scary Stories! Part II: My
Mom Has Changed (or I Have!)CHAPTER 9 Taming the Wild Handicapper (Unruffling
Feathers)CHAPTER 10 Pain (Squawk!)CHAPTER 11 Nesting, Pecking, and Perching with Your
Wild HandicapperCHAPTER 12 Managing DoctorsCHAPTER 13 How to Use Assistive
DevicesCHAPTER 14 Staying Upright in the Nest, Sweet NestCHAPTER 15 How a Healthy Bird
Behaves (Plus, Tendon Pain and Rehab)CHAPTER 16 Care and Feeding of the Wild
HandicapperCHAPTER 17 Like a Duck Takes to Water: Healing through Pool
TherapyCHAPTER 18 Different-Sized Feet, and Bracing Part III: Participating in
CommunityCHAPTER 19 Groupie—Finding your FlockCHAPTER 20 Activism and
AdvocacyEpilogue: Always Leave Them LaughingResources for ReadersBibliography and
Suggested ReadingIntroductionThis is meant to be a companion book. Its sister is Not a Poster
Child: Living Well with a Disability—A Memoir, the story of my life with polio and its after-
effects.A caveat, up front: Some people with disabilities do not like to be referred to as
“handicapped,” and I fully respect that. During the disability rights movement, the description “a
person with a disability” became the preferred term—a social preference I was unaware of, even
as a person with a lifelong disability, until 2018. I have almost always used the term
“handicapped” to describe myself, because it denotes being capable but needing an allowance
for a less-than-normal condition. So, my apologies if anyone is offended by the use of
“handicapped.” You do have to ask people with physical challenges what term they prefer,
because it’s not the same for everyone, just as a physically “normal” person might prefer
particular descriptive terms.Also … I thought a “Wild Handicapper” sounded more fun and kind
of amusing, like an adventurous, untamed bird, and “Wild Disabler” … well, it just didn’t have a
ring to it. I, along with most of the other disabled folks I know, don’t want to be thought of as not
having any flights of fancy left in me. Some folks with disabilities or who are simply aging are
pretty feisty, too, often because they’ve had to be in order to get through difficult circumstances.
So throughout this book, I will refer to myself and the person in your life to whom the material I’m
covering applies (perhaps it’s you!) as Wild Handicappers.I contracted polio when I was barely
three years old, in 1951, in Los Angeles, California. I was hospitalized for six months at a rehab
facility for polio kids and adults (although I did not know there were adults there until a few years



ago) in Santa Monica. We thirty or so children were confined mostly to one immense room the
entire time we were there. It wasn’t fun, but I got some interesting stories out of it (which you can
read in Not a Poster Child).I emerged from the hospital with a permanently paralyzed foot, and a
mostly paralyzed leg that tried its best to grow but of course never became the full-length,
muscled, functional leg that the other one has been. As a young adult, I felt robbed of my
childhood in some ways, since I had to be responsible for my well-being from the time I was
released, at three and a half, with crutches and a brace—new devices that I had to learn how to
operate on my own. Later—in the 1960s, after becoming temporarily rid of the brace and
crutches—I was kind of a wild child, as many of my friends were. I needed to re-grow up in my
thirties.These experiences shaped me not only physically but also emotionally and
psychologically. It was difficult and yet, simultaneously, often irrelevant that I was a handicapped
girl, and then a handicapped woman. A lot of my interactions with people and my other
experiences did not happen to the average American child or woman, yet much of my life reads
like just another baby boomer’s.In these pages are more stories about being disabled, especially
regarding travel, and some things I’ve learned that you may find useful (or even humorous) if you
have a permanent or temporary disability, or if someone in your life is handicapped or aging and
you’d like to learn more about how to be with him or her. I don’t claim to represent all
handicapped people, but I know how it is for me, and I know how it is for a lot of “crips” I’ve met.
(Within the handicapped or disabled community, some of us cheekily refer to ourselves as
“crips,” short for “crippled.” This isn’t popular with all disabled people but, as an in-crowd thing,
it’s not uncommon. Two things I have noticed are that disabled people tend to be really
innovative about ways to deal with limitations, and they also often have an ironic or slightly
absurd sense of humor.)With regard to any suggestion I give, please check with your doctor or
health practitioner before you follow any of my advice. My way may or may not be the best path
for you. In any case, you are responsible for your results, and I hope they bring you joy.I wrote No
Spring Chicken prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, so I offer it up with the hope that we’ll all be
traveling and gathering again, clucking away happily, by the time you read this.I hope you will
find this book to be of value, and that you will share it with others. And do have fun with it.—
Francine Falk-AllenJust Another Wild HandicapperPART 1:The WildHandicapperFlies the
Coop1Travelin’ GirlAs a young teenager in the early sixties—once I found out that I was a
Sagittarius, according to western astrology—I used to like to get those little horoscope tubes
you’d see at checkout stands. They were nearly always the same, but I liked putting myself into
an interesting category and identifying with the attributes. Some horoscopes seemed to be quite
accurate, particularly the ones about Sagittarians being honest and outspoken, their comments
hitting the mark like an archer—and consequently needing to learn how to temper this trait, and
be more tactful.But most interesting to me was learning that, in this system, all Sagittarians loved
to travel. I’d had little opportunity for that sort of thing in my short life. There had been one trip
through Texas, Kansas, Utah, and Wyoming with my parents when I was six, visiting their
birthplaces, the Alamo, and the Mormon temple in Salt Lake City (only from the outside); and



then I attended successive summer camps starting between third and fourth grade. There had
also been the blessed occasional week in Santa Cruz with my childhood friend, Daralyn, and her
mom and little brother. But all of that had been no more than a taste or a teaser, and I wanted
more—and due to the lure of the horoscopes, I now believed it was my natural right as a
Sagittarius to travel as much as I could. (It was convenient to pick the traits I favored in this
mystical system.)Acquiring my first car, a brand-new 1969 Ford Econoline, at age twenty-one,
allowed me the freedom I craved, even though the miles I accrued on the van were primarily in
Northern California. I drove to my hometown, Yuba City, in the Sacramento Valley, first from San
Jose State University and then, when I transferred to California College of Arts and Crafts for a
year, from Oakland. Then, having moved north to Sonoma County, I drove a lot, because every
town in the area seemed to be at least seven miles from every other town. Most of the roads
were country roads, and I had friends all over the county—so, when my first husband and I
argued, I’d drive down to Santa Cruz or up to Yuba City to visit friends for a long weekend, or go
camping alone in Mendocino, just to regain some peace. All of this was easy, especially since I
was in my twenties and had a lot of energy, compared to myself now (a woman in her early
seventies).Following in this and the next chapter are some overview bits about how I managed
to adapt to driving with a disability, a little smorgasbord of what I’ve learned about general
adaptations that are helpful when traveling, things to research when planning a trip, and the
many benefits of travel (even when physically challenged), plus comparison of different types of
travel, such as road trips versus air travel. And soon we’ll get into fun stories about specific
locales I’ve visited, with great success (or not). So settle back in a comfy chair and get ready for
a good time … and keep your suitcase handy!A Little BackgroundAs a teenager and thereafter, I
had to drive crossing my left leg in front of my right and sitting a little bit sideways and using my
left foot for both the accelerator and the brake, since my right leg is mostly paralyzed and my foot
is entirely paralyzed. (Well, I can imperceptibly move a couple of toes. I wrote about my futile
efforts to improve that in my first book. Motor nerve damage is permanent.)I have never had any
ankle motion in my right foot, so forget pressing it down on an accelerator. I was only able to use
my right foot in that way if I pushed from way up in the hip, which was extremely tiring and
provided almost no control. (My crossover method cannot be done in a car with a very low
steering shaft, so some rental cars have never been possible for me to drive at all; plus, hitting
one’s knee on the shaft over and over is pretty distracting, and bruising. I tried driving stick shift
in Daralyn’s car in my teens, pushing my right foot on the accelerator from the hip. It was scary
for both of us and proved unrealistic even out on the many straight country roads in the Central
Valley’s flat Sutter County. So, I have never owned a car that was not automatic.)After I met my
second (and current) husband, Richard, on New Year’s Eve, 1992, we began a sixty-mile
commuter relationship of five years—ridin’ on the “Freeway of Love,” as Aretha sang. Driving with
my left foot crossed over on those long, frequent drives started to give me back pain, so I quickly
decided to get a left-foot accelerator installed in my car, which also was my first vehicle with
cruise control.The Magic of the Adaptive AcceleratorYou can’t just show up at your local



mechanic’s shop to get an adaptive accelerator. In fact, there are perhaps two places in the San
Francisco Bay Area that install left-foot accelerator pedals. This is a relatively simple operation,
but it can take a few hours, due to the placement of the mounting bolts under the chassis. The
installation includes the addition of an apparatus inside on the floorboard that transfers the
acceleration action from the usual right side accelerator pedal to the driver’s left side with the
implementation of a connecting bar. Conveniently, the interior device is easily removable—I can
practically do it with one hand, and I’m a weakling—so even after installation, other people can
drive the car without having to learn to drive “left-footed.”This pedal adaptation, though perhaps
seemingly dry in its description, has been a liberating experience. Hybrid vehicles such as the
one I drive currently present more issues for installation, but even with them it can be done.I wish
I had known about this adaptation when I was younger. Having it sooner might have saved some
wear and tear on my now-arthritic back and allowed me to drive more and farther as a young
adult. I knew there were hand controls for people who were paraplegic, and there may also have
been left-foot pedal arrangements way back in the late 1960s, when I learned to drive, but I had
not heard of this possibility or I would have looked into it.The combination of an adapted
accelerator and cruise control makes it possible for me to drive for longer than a half-hour
without pain. However, I still cannot drive more than about ninety minutes per day without tendon
pain repercussions and extreme fatigue, now that I’m older.Making Travel Work for YouI did not
let my polio-affected leg keep me from moving on out into the world, but serious travel has
always been challenging, and is only more so as I age. That said, here’s where I’ve been in the
last sixty-five or so years. In the US, I’ve visited Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Texas, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, Arizona, Louisiana,
Illinois, Georgia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Washington DC, Delaware, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Maine, and New York. Whew. Internationally, I’ve been to Canada, Mexico,
Pakistan, India, Egypt, Dubai (only the airport, let’s be honest), Israel, the former Yugoslavia (or,
on today’s map, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Slovenia), Italy, France, Germany,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Scotland, England, and Ireland. Yes, Europe and the Far and
Middle East, cobblestones and all.Many of these places were exceptionally difficult for me.
When I was younger, I just assumed I could do anything. Now I am a lot more realistic—partly
because I need to make things easier for myself, and partly because I am slightly wiser. I also
used to be able to walk a mile or more as long as I had my cane. I’d be tired at the end, but I
could do it. Now I need to stop and rest every block (or, more often, every half-block). I don’t plan
to walk more than about a quarter of a mile total on any day. (I did recently buy an electric fold-up
tricycle, however, and it has made travel a fun experience again; you’ll be hearing more about it
later.)What this difficulty means, for physically challenged people, is that we have probably three
obvious approaches to consider if we really want to travel, assuming a lack of exceptional
wealth:1. Make sure we have enough money set aside to be able to take buses or cabs, tip all
the porters, and stay in places that have elevators and no stairs. Travel is really not fun if it
exhausts us to the point of having to spend every other day in bed. Taking fewer trips that are



comfortable is more rewarding than taking lots of exhausting ones.2. Do a lot of advance
planning—which is probably going to be necessary anyway—to find discount trips, coupons,
locations that are accessible, and places where it’s just easier to get around.3. Accept the
invitation of an amiable person who offers to take you on a trip and either pay or make things
easier for you by helping out physically, or doing both. Hopefully you’re lucky enough to have
someone like this in your life.If you want to travel as a Wild Handicapper, it’s going to be more of
a hassle if you don’t try these approaches, and then you might find yourself thinking traveling
isn’t worth it—either after you arrive home, or even during the trip itself. What a shame that would
be! So I suggest planning ahead and enjoying yourself.Pack LightMy first airplane trip was in the
late 1970s, when I went to Southern California for a meditation camp. On the way, I planned to
visit old friends and stay with them, so I brought a variety of clothing—camping and go-out-to-
dinner clothes—as well as a sleeping bag and a broad-brimmed hat. This is not an easy way to
go when walking with a cane, because you can only use one hand to carry anything. In those
days, rolling luggage was just beginning to show up (at least as far as I knew), and I did not have
any. So I was carrying a big, lightweight, soft-sided suitcase and these other items. I sometimes
had to carry the bag to a spot, put it down, then go back and get the sleeping bag, carry it to the
suitcase, and so on. By the time I got through the first leg of my trip, I was already planning, with
each limpy step, how my next trip was going to be better organized and easier. I was determined
not to give up on air travel.Soon after that trip, I bought a folding luggage cart, and later a rolling
suitcase with a leash on it (which was like pulling a quiet but barely manageable big dog), and—
later still—roll-aboard-style suitcases. I can’t imagine being disabled in the 1940s and ’50s, and
carrying those big, heavy Samsonite cases!I have never been great at traveling light and still am
not. But these days, I use luggage carts in airports, or my darling husband schleps the bags or
gets the cart, or I get a porter and tip him. It’s worth it. (If you use an airport wheelchair, which I’ll
discuss later, the attendant will also expect a tip.)In defense of my packing issues, I do have to
bring along a considerable number of medically related items, including tapes for my tendon
issues, a few pairs of adapted shoes, exercise bands, shoe inserts, medications, and a yoga mat
(I trimmed mine down so that it rolls up and fits in my roll-aboard). I bring a gel ice pack—the
kind that goes in a freezer—for my back and knee pain. Also, I bring a lightweight foam-rubber
bathtub safety mat I bought at Target (and then cut down to two squares of about 18 inches
each), paraphernalia related to my ankle-foot orthotic support brace, swim equipment for my
pool therapy, sturdy sandals … The list of items goes on. It’s difficult for me to go anyplace with
just one suitcase, particularly one small one.I have a girlfriend who travels to Europe from time to
time and takes only one small roll-aboard that can go on the plane with her. This, for a three-
week trip. She takes one pair of underpants and washes them each night, and one black knit
non-wrinkle dress. She varies her ensemble with jewelry or a scarf, one or two pairs of pants
plus tops, and two pairs of shoes—one walking, one dressy. Throw in some shampoo and
makeup, and she’s good to go.I find this admirable, and also unfathomable; I realized I must be
“high maintenance” after she told me about her sparse packing. I like a change of outfit, and I



don’t want to wash lingerie by hand every night. When my husband and I travel for two weeks or
more, we plan to do laundry only once. We always take too much, but we take about half as
much as we used to twenty years ago (which was mostly my fault).Do Your HomeworkBefore
you pack, you’ve got to plan this trip. As I mentioned earlier, I find that the farther in advance I do
this, the more I enjoy my travels, and the less expensive or disappointing the trip is. Being
physically challenged does not lend itself well to spontaneity and surprises, but that doesn’t
mean you aren’t going to have unexpected experiences, both wonderful and challenging, when
you travel. You can use travel guides and highlight things you want and/or hope to do. (You’re
unlikely to get to do them all, so there lies the spontaneity!) And, of course, you’ll want to leave
space for the times when you decide to cancel that tour of a museum because it is just so great
sitting in a lovely park listening to the local school kids play jazz or watching people go by.There
are some places that are easy for handicapped people to visit, some that are not as easy but still
doable, and some that I would say, eh, I’m not going to see that place in this lifetime. (Positano,
Italy, comes to mind: it’s built on a cliff, with many, many, many stairs.) So, think first of a place or
places you have always hoped to experience, or browse online or in magazines or travel guides.
Then I suggest that you find out if any disabled or handicapped people you know have been
there. Get online and look for accessible travel; there are sites that make suggestions (see my
Resources page at the back of the book). Most European hotel sites say whether or not there is
an elevator. American motels and European or American bed-and-breakfast venues (B&Bs)
often do not have elevators, so that’s a primary consideration and something most physically
challenged people need to know. I like to go to a bookstore and browse and buy guides, some of
which do mention accessibility. I particularly recommend those by Rough Guides, Lonely Planet,
and Fodor’s.I suggest you start with a comprehensive, free online e-book guide compiled by
Martin Heng, formerly of Lonely Planet (see Resources). It has tons of info and disabled
travelers’ suggestions. It is not available in print; you put it in your online cart, go through the
checkout process, and then download it and either print it yourself or just read it on your
computer. Lonely Planet has a few accessibility guides for specific cities, as well.Bon
VoyageNow that it is getting a bit harder for me to travel, and because polio management
requires us survivors to limit our walking unless we’re in a pool (the water holds us up so it’s less
effort than on land), walking is something I try to do only for pleasure and not for transport, which
means I am more careful about which locations I agree to visit. If I were in a wheelchair
permanently, I know I would be narrowing my vistas even more. My TravelScoot mobility tricycle
has opened my horizons considerably, since it is easy to use in airports and on surfaces other
than gravel or multiple inclines (a steep downhill that also slants in the horizontal plane as well,
for example), and it folds up for car transport.Traveling can be quite expensive; however, nearly
everyone—even those with limited funds—can travel, even if only to an accessible motel in a
nice area for a weekend away. I encourage all who have the travel itch to pursue getting out and
about, if possible. If ever anyone offers to take you somewhere and assist you with any
difficulties, take the offer and do not refuse! Don’t be proud about accepting help. Yes, it is



definitely more trouble to go places when you have physical limitations, and there will probably
be some bumps in the road. But when you are sitting on a beach listening to the ocean and
watching kids play or gulls dive, or in the cool redwoods reading a book, or in a car in New
England seeing the colorful autumn, the extra effort will have been worth it. I know that some are
content to stay at home (I love being home, myself). But travel is not only a refreshing and
revitalizing change from daily routine, it also expands minds and teaches us about other people
and places—even if they are just fifty miles away from our usual domain. I have found that
narrow-mindedness is sometimes only inexperience wearing a cloak of apprehension.It’s so
beneficial to get out of one’s daily environment and tasks. The stimulus of a new or outdoor
setting can be renewing, especially for one who spends either a great deal of time indoors or in
managing one’s health.If you cannot afford a vacation, find a way to get to a park. Take a book
(visit your public library) or just sit and watch the people and birds. Get yourself a cuppa at some
cute little café with a sidewalk table and tell yourself you may as well be in Europe. Nearly every
town, city, and country abode I’ve ever visited has had at least one nice place to sit for a while
and recharge.If you live too far out of town to be able to independently get around, I hope you
have at least three more options: to move to town, to watch some travel films on TV, or to go out
on the porch with a cup of tea and daydream.Although it requires more planning and adaptation
for me than it does for most, I have found that travel has been one of the great joys of my life.
That Sagittarius teenager I once was had dreams of seeing the world, and I’m glad that I’ve
managed to realize them. That girl was determined not to let a paralyzed leg keep her home in
an armchair (though that’s now also a favorite place to be). I hope that my suggestions in this
book will encourage you to travel, too!2The Wild Handicapper at LargeHere we go! The trip is
planned; put on your hat, ask your companion to carry your bags to the car, and promise to stop
and buy him or her a latte along the way, or grab your rolling luggage yourself and find a safe
way to hoist it into the car, ‘cause we’re going for a ride.Take Me for a Ride in Your Car, CarCar
trips can be really great. They are cheaper if you are on a budget, as many handicapped and/or
older people are; gas is still cheaper per mile in an auto (especially a hybrid!) than the cost of a
flight, or even a train. You see scenery close up, or at least closer than in an airplane, and you
can stop and stretch if your back starts to bother you (as mine does).When Richard and I do a
car trip, we try to vary our driving time; one day we’ll only spend two hours in the car and another
we’ll go longer, usually with a maximum of five. When we drive longer hours, we always stay at
our destination for at least two or three nights. We tried doing a one-night-stand trip in the
northeastern United States twenty-plus years ago: We drove about four to eight hours a day with
only a couple of two-night stays. It was grueling! And we were much younger then. We had vastly
underestimated the distances and the quality of the roads. We vowed to keep destinations
limited and stay longer at each place from then on.In a car, you can also more easily take any
apparatus you might need, such as a walker, a folding wheelchair, or a foam mattress pad.
Richard and I rarely leave home without a mattress pad when we travel by car directly from
home. Too many hotels (or relatives’ or friends’ homes) have beds with mattresses that are too



firm for a person with back and limb pain. (In recent years, though, most hotels have improved,
offering pillow-top or memory-foam mattress pads.) I take both my crutches and my cane in the
car, too (though I do that on airplanes as well). I also appreciate that there’s room in a car for a
blanket to lay out in a grassy spot for a picnic or for reading a book.The drawback to car trips is
the length of time you spend sitting, especially if you decide to venture far. If you are going more
than a thousand miles, I’d advise taking a train or flying, if you can afford to do so (and if
airplanes or trains are not a physical problem for you). Then, if you need a car at your
destination, rent one there. You will not be as tired as if you had driven the whole way there, and
fatigue can ruin a vacation.If you live in a lovely area, you can take very satisfying short trips with
limited driving time. When we lived south of San Francisco, we used to drive just twenty minutes
to Half Moon Bay on the coast and rent a hotel room, and we felt like we’d flown to San Diego. It
was good simply to get away from housework, our to-do lists, and our land line with its
telemarketers and robo-calls: very refreshing, and all we had to do was throw some things in an
overnight bag (and pay for the hotel, of course).When I didn’t have much money, and before I
became a bit creaky, I used to go camping regularly, especially up in Mendocino County. Later, I
camped at Yosemite with friends, a tradition that continued for thirty years. Now, camping is too
much work for me; packing all the cooking equipment, prepping a couple of meals daily,
cleaning the kitchen area and tent each day—these are activities that are too painful for my back
and require more strength and energy than I currently possess, although I loved it while I was
able to do it.Be creative. If you really want to go someplace, don’t let a disability keep you from
vacationing. Again, do some research and find places that are easier for you. I don’t recommend
going the nomad route; seeing where you “feel like staying” while out on the road or the railway is
for able-bodied “normies” (a term some disabled people use for non-disabled folks) and young
people. Planning will ensure that you will enjoy your vacation instead of being fatigued or
frustrated by a lack of accommodation, such as finding that there is no elevator in your hotel or
landing in a place where there is no restaurant nearby.Leavin’ on a Jet PlaneNow that I use
forearm crutches often, particularly when I need to walk more than about a half block, I have
found that I can still take my cane when I go on an airplane. I put it in a soft-cloth, easily foldable
case designed for architectural drawings (I at first looked for a quiver, but they are all too small);
then I use a cross-body shoulder bag on one side—no other choice with crutches—and put the
cane case on over my head on the other side, with the cane resting on my back. I look a bit like a
bandolier with the two straps crossing the front of my body, but it functions perfectly: it’s
lightweight, and it’s no impediment to walking with my crutches.Airplanes present their own
special set of limitations—limitations you must put up with in order to get to otherwise
inaccessible parts of the world. When you make your flight reservations, most airlines (but not
all) allow booking an airport-use wheelchair online, which may be necessary unless you have a
scooter. If they don’t have this online feature, you will need to call the airline after booking your
flight and tell them you’ll need a wheelchair from check-in to the boarding gate, at arrival gates,
and perhaps also—if you have greater walking difficulty than I do—from the gate onto the



airplane.I had been using a wheelchair in airports since I was in my early fifties, when I finally
admitted to myself that I cannot walk long distances without extreme fatigue. In the last few
years, airlines’ information requests have become more nuanced. They often ask if you cannot
climb stairs at all, cannot walk at all, or can get up from a wheelchair and partially function. I
always say I cannot climb stairs at all—though I can, with difficulty—because I’ve had such
ghastly experiences at Heathrow in London and Charles de Gaulle airport at Orly, outside Paris,
in the past (see Chapter 8 if you’re curious). Very small planes almost always require climbing
stairs; “puddle jumpers” or commuter flights, such as the planes from Edinburgh to Inverness or
Cozumel to Cancun, and other flights are considered “short,” so be sure to check whether any
flight is on a small plane requiring you to use stairs.Charles de Gaulle airport now has the
wheelchair transport issues there somewhat under control. However, you cannot get a
wheelchair to take you all the way to the train station next to the airport, though the attendant will
tell you she can take you there—because she thinks a quarter- to a half-mile is “close,” and that’s
how far away from the train station they have to drop you off. If you cannot walk at least a quarter
mile and do not have your own scooter or electric wheelchair, you should exit the terminal and
take a taxi to the train station.Thankfully, Heathrow has been remodeled since some mishaps I
had there, but do tell the attendant if you cannot climb stairs so he or she can plan the route
through the airport. The last time we had a connecting flight there, it was easy. The attendant
took good care of us—thank goodness, since it was a very long walk (at least a mile) that I could
not have managed. There was even a reasonably good pub in the airport where we had a nice
lunch. However, if I could avoid Heathrow, I would, unless the cost were otherwise prohibitive. It
is one of the main landing and connecting airports from the US when you are traveling to
continental Europe, so you might not be able to bypass it. If you can, though, take a direct flight
to Stansted airport in the north of London; it’s much smaller and easier to navigate, as may be
Birmingham in the west of England. If you’re going very far north in England, Edinburgh airport in
Scotland is also small, fairly efficient, and easy to navigate. There’s also an airport at Newcastle
that has limited international flights in and out.Some airlines still put all the wheelchair people in
one area of the plane and insist that they wait till every single last straggling, half-asleep normie
passenger on the plane disembarks. If this is the case, you’ll hear an announcement prior to
landing saying that those needing assistance getting off the plane or those anticipating
wheelchairs should wait “until all other passengers disembark.” I think this is a product of our
societal unwillingness to wait an extra minute or two for anything, let alone a handicapped
person trying to crutch or cane his way off a plane.For those who need a wheeled transfer chair,
it is imperative to wait, but if you have a short connecting flight or train to catch, you’d better tell
the chief flight attendant and hope that they are sympathetic. (My recommendation is not to have
connecting flight intervals of less than ninety minutes, ever.) And if you can walk, even on
crutches, get yourself together as quickly as you can and disembark with the other passengers.
They aren’t walking much, if any, faster than you likely can, with all their gear and kids, down
those narrow aisles. This insurrection may cause you to have to call for a wheelchair at the gate



and wait for it, unless there’s one waiting for you, but you’ll at least be off the plane and on your
way about a half hour sooner.Some airlines assume that if you need a wheelchair to get to the
plane, you cannot walk at all. (France in particular is sometimes a bit snobby about handicaps.)
However, an organization based in Paris, la Caisse nationale de solidarité pour l’autonomie, or
CNSA (The National Fund of Solidarity for Autonomy), assists the handicapped with various
issues. Perhaps most useful is the Parisian English-language site AngloInfo (see Resources).
You may be able to check there for updates about current expectations and requirements.Boats
(Les Bateaux, “lay bat-OH”) and Trains (et les Trens, “eh lay treh”)(Hope you enjoyed the French
lesson there.)I’ve taken long train trips in the US, and they were fun for the first few hours,
especially when it was light, because western states offer such amazing scenery. You can
explore the train a bit, get something to eat or drink, read, and have a conversation with your
companion or someone you meet. But if I ever again rode a train for more than six or eight hours,
I’d get a sleeping car. I arrived exhausted when I took the train from Oakland, California, to
Montrose, Colorado (eighteen hours to Salt Lake City, UT, and another few hours to Montrose,
changing trains once or twice), and also from Oakland to Portland, Oregon (fifteen hours).In
Europe, unless we are only staying someplace one night because we have a layover, we always
plan to stay in each city or town several nights, as with our American car trips. It is really tiring to
keep packing up and leaving each day. If you want to see the countryside of France, you could
take one of those canal barge trips, but you do need to be able to get off and on a small boat
easily. If you are in a wheelchair permanently, this won’t be advisable for you unless someone
can lift you on and off and help you around the boat. A river cruise on a larger boat or the
Mediterranean can usually accommodate a wheelchair. On a boat cruise, you don’t have to
unpack and pack over and over, but sometimes these trips are tightly scheduled, with a lot of
early rising.Our canal trip in the south of France was quite lovely, but one of the boats in our
flotilla of two was too large to go up the Grand Canal, so we partly motored along the
Mediterranean, viewing the dumped old boats and other industrial debris and having thoughts
that this had not been our vision of a canal trip. We decided to joke about the absurdity.
Eventually, we went up another canal, and it was scenic, bucolic, and lovely. There were places
we could not dock with the bigger boat, so in those cases the barge personnel came and got us
in a van and ferried us from village to village. This was not as convenient and relaxing as docking
in a town and just climbing off the boat for a look around, which is what most canal trips with
smaller boats offer. Since I did not yet have my electric tricycle, the ancient towns with their
cobblestones were difficult for me (larger cities tend to have flat sidewalks, maybe because of
women’s high heels?) and would be prohibitive for someone in a wheelchair unless it had large
wheels and possibly shock absorbers. It was still a good trip; fantastic food and the company of
friends made it memorable. But if you do something similar, I strongly recommend that you book
a boat that can go up the Grand Canal, and that you prepare yourself for a lot of tricky walking in
the little towns.If you are not on a boat trip, I suggest planning to go to no more than three cities
during a given European trip, unless you’ll be there at least two weeks. For able-bodied people



who walk a great deal, this would not be necessary, but for a handicapped person, it’s the smart
way to go. The trains are really comfortable and run frequently in Europe, and they’re a good way
to get from city to city. And I’ve begun to see portable ramps provided in some stations (all the
stations in the United Kingdom have them). Still, getting luggage, a wheelchair, a walker, and/or
a large scooter, plus yourself with a cane or crutches, on and off a train can be cumbersome.
There’s often a gap between the platform and the train, plus one or two steps to negotiate.We
actually had a very easy time of taking the train in Scotland, Ireland, and England in the summer
of 2016; in those countries, they provide luggage, equipment, and boarding assistance for the
handicapped if you call or email ahead—and sometimes even if you don’t give advance notice;
the station staff almost always offered to help.If you are going to travel by train, either take a few
small pieces of luggage or travel with someone who will lift your larger bags on and off the train
for you. In India, there are porters who will handle your luggage for a few rupees per bag, but in
most of Europe today, porters are not seen as often as they once were. If you are affluent and
are taking the Orient Express, perhaps your luggage will be handled for you! (That’s a dream trip
of mine … Maybe someday.) I have not seen people in wheelchairs on European trains, ever. I
believe this is changing as countries try to make train travel accessible for people of all abilities.
During a UK trip in 2016, I did see U-rings on trains for clipping security straps to a wheelchair or
scooter, as have been common in the US, where there is generally more accommodation for
handicapped people.In the States, if you use crutches or a cane, I find that there is often a willing
American ready to lend a hand. This is not so true in Europe, for the most part. There are kind,
thoughtful, helpful people everywhere, of course, but in my experience, the US, Canada, the UK,
and Ireland are the places they’re most likely to offer a seat on a crowded train or bus, open a
door, or voluntarily extend other types of assistance. I wonder if handicapped people in other
countries stay home a lot more than we do here. There may be an assumption in other countries
that there are things you just don’t get to do as a handicapped person, and places you just don’t
get to see, and that you should know that. But I also think it’s partly that people outside the US
are more hesitant to intrude on others’ lives, even to be helpful. It may be that Europeans feel
they should not embarrass you by asking if you need help. Here in the States, we have little
inhibition about approaching others, for better or worse. In general, Americans seem to be more
willing to get involved in other people’s lives by offering help. (To be clear, this observation does
not refer to all Europeans; I simply have had more people offer help in the US.)Country Girl Goes
CityI have found that most American cities are a great place to take a vacation. Walking issues
are minimal because you can usually get a cab to just about any place you want or take public
transport. Richard and I don’t rent cars in large cities with good transportation; we only rent them
to get out of the city to other destinations. For instance, as much as I thought I might not like New
York City, because it’s so crowded and New Yorkers have a reputation for being rude (at least in
laid-back California), I was astounded to find that I loved NYC. There is so much to do and see,
and my experience was that the people are not very rude at all; in fact, they are for the most part
quite friendly. (Driving in that city, however, is the worst in the world, other than in Cairo,



Egypt.)When Richard and I go to NYC, we usually stay near Times Square, because we always
see at least one show and the theater district is so close. If we get stuck and cannot get a cab, a
Lyft, or an Uber, it’s only about three blocks back from any theater to our hotel—a distance I can
walk if I have to, as long as I stop and rest every block. Also, the larger hotels there sometimes
have a pool where I can work out the kinks I get from sitting on an airplane or sleeping in a bed
that is not optimally comfortable. (When we stayed in Paris for two weeks once, we shopped not
for perfume but for an “egg carton” foam mattress pad; it was well worth the expense. That hotel
—our favorite, Parc St. Severin in the Latin Quarter—now has more comfortable mattresses. We
may have made a point with them. Oh, and if you stay there, tell them we sent you; they are
lovely people and will take great care of you.)One drawback with NYC is that if you go
someplace a bit out of the way, you may end up stuck for a while until you can get a car to pick
you up. This can be a problem if you cannot stand up for very long, or if it’s raining. If you do not
have a smartphone, when you leave your hotel, make sure you have the number of a good cab
company. The bellman or the concierge will be able to tell you the best taxi to call if you are
unable to get a Lyft or Uber. (When we travel internationally, we get foreign service activated on
our mobile phones and make sure we have the hotel’s number when we go out.) A few times,
we’ve had to call our hotel and ask them to call a cab to come get us. Keep in mind that if you do
this, you’ll be charged an extra fee, since the taxi driver is going out of his way to pick you up. But
on the plus side, the cabbie also knows that when he gets to the hotel he’ll likely pick up another
fare, so he’ll be quick about picking you up at the far-flung restaurant, museum, park, or other
venue where you’ve found yourself stuck.I don’t use subways anywhere anymore because there
are always too many stairs involved. Even the ones that have escalators don’t always have them
in places where you need them, particularly up to the street, that last leg always being a long
flight, and you often have to walk a block or two (or more) underground to get to your transfer
train. I used them in NYC, Paris, Barcelona, London, and Washington DC before finally coming
to the realization that they were wearing me out. It’s more expensive to take cabs or ride-shares,
but we budget that into our travel expense. (And now I have my folding electric tricycle for closer
destinations.)Buses are a great way to see a new city, but you need to get a bus system map
(and make sure you know enough of the language) to get around. Taxi drivers almost universally
speak at least a small amount of English—enough to understand where you need to go—which
may or may not be true with Lyft or Uber drivers; we have had some in foreign countries who
spoke no English. Cabbies transport to and from hotels a lot, and deal with a lot of tourists. You
can also have your destination(s) written on a slip of paper. But don’t count on a bus driver in a
non-English-speaking country speaking English, since his passengers are mostly locals. You
may want to at least know how to say, “Which stop?” in the local language and have the
destination written out, and hopefully the driver will tell you. Of course, you have to get on and off
the bus, and this may not be an easy proposition, depending on your physical limitations. In the
US, many cities have buses with wheelchair lifts (San Francisco and Berkeley have them, for
example). That’s another thing you will need to find out before you book your travel, if you are



planning to use buses. Contact the local transit agency at your destination(s).Getting What You
Want—and NeedPlease don’t be daunted by the research you need to do. This is all in the
interest of having fun. Once you get it all squared away, it will be mostly smooth sailing. And, in
the process, you will learn things about where you’re going. You may find you want to stay at one
place or another longer than you’d initially thought, and you may want to skip another place that
is going to be difficult or has only one aspect of interest to you. For instance, if you’re
handicapped or traveling with a handicapped person, resist that suggestion that you “just have
to see Positano, Italy.” It’s a hillside city known for its beauty and views, but (as I mentioned
previously) it’s full of stairs and steep roads and paths. I’m glad my husband saw it before we
met, and if you are really curious, it’s featured in a number of videos about Italy. Sometimes
being an armchair traveler is enough. Comfy chair—and low cost, too.Whenever I book a hotel, I
try to get a place with a swimming pool. My first priority is no stairs (so mostly no bed-and-
breakfasts, unless they have rooms on the same floor as the entry and kitchen). My second is
having a restaurant either in or near the hotel (i.e., not more than two doors away), and my third
is a pool. If I have a lot of options, I will even call to see what the pool water temp is! I also always
email that I cannot be lodged more than two or three doors from the elevator (I have ended up at
the end of very long hallways where I had to stop and rest every few doors, an exhausting
experience). I also let the hotelier know that I need a quiet room because I am such a light
sleeper (due to polio discomfort), so they don’t put me right next door to a noisy elevator or
vending machines.In the US, if these requests get mixed up or ignored, and I do not get a room
that accommodates my handicap, I ask for a generous discount or room upgrade. In other
countries, I sometimes ask if there is something they can do “to make it right,” and occasionally I
will get a room upgrade. In foreign countries, the concept of “making it up to someone” is not as
prevalent, I’ve found, but you can always try. You may be met with a shrug or insistence that the
situation could not be helped, but you won’t know until you ask … politely. The other thing to
remember in foreign countries is that Americans singularly tend to have an attitude of
entitlement that is not common elsewhere, other than among aristocrats. (I’ll tell you a story
about American traveler attitudes in a moment.)The Americans with Disabilities Act (the ADA,
passed in 1990) requires accommodating disabled people if advance notice is given. This
should not be narrowly interpreted as simply putting you in an ADA room (which is always
nearest the elevator). I always email or call to make sure the hotel understands this when I make
my reservation, and generally carry with me a copy of the request—and the response, if I get
one via email. I call the hotel a day before arrival and make sure that I am going to get what I
asked for. If they say at that late date or upon arrival that they no longer have a close room, I
assert myself, ask to talk to a manager if necessary, and explain that I requested this because I
am handicapped. Hotel managers are generally very accommodating about this, probably
because they do not want to get involved in any discrimination issues, especially with the ADA in
place.I always ask not to be put in an ADA room. They are very good for people in wheelchairs,
or those who need a roll-in shower. But if you are not in a wheelchair or using a walker, these



rooms generally have smaller, lower closets with a low clothes pole (not good for long dresses or
coats, and I never wear short dresses because I am self-conscious when my orthotic brace
shows), less furniture, and fewer amenities, such as a loveseat or an easy chair (less furniture
allows more room for wheelchair turnaround). ADA rooms almost never have bathtubs, either;
instead, they do have roll-in showers with a seat—which often have slippery floors. Just be
aware of what you are going to get and make sure it’s what you want. If you say you are
handicapped, they almost always put you in an ADA room, unless you ask very specifically for a
standard, non-ADA room (in a similar location, if you need that).Okay, here’s the story about
American attitudes.I traveled in India and the Middle East with my English friend Patricia Epps
(and several others, all Americans) for three months in 1982. Some of the men on our trip were
demanding of waitstaff, and it sometimes embarrassed us women. While we were discussing
their behavior, Patty told me, “When I was a waitress in England, I hated waiting on the Yanks.
They wanted their beer cold”—England often drinks it room-temp—“and their food hot, and they
wanted it now. I always thought, ‘What cheeky bastards.’ Then I came to the States, and I
understood why they were so pushy. You can get your beer cold, your food hot, and get it now.
Yanks are used to getting what they want and so aren’t afraid to ask for it.” She gave me a wry
smirk. “Now I want my beer cold and my food hot, and I want it now!”Yes, there are other
countries with bad manners, too. But that doesn’t mean we Americans can be pushy in other
locales and expect other cultures to make allowances for our bad manners. As ambassadors of
an affluent and innovative country long known for inviting the tired and hungry masses with open
arms (until the Trump era, at least), I feel we should be on our best behavior and consider what
we want other countries to think of us. It’s always preferable to make friends rather than offend,
right?That said, I’ve been pretty dang annoyed a few times with unaccommodating hotels after
I’ve originally asked nicely. They have sometimes heard directly what I thought about their
performance. But I think the most effective thing to do after working to get your needs met and
having been disappointed is to write an honest review on a site like TripAdvisor. If I have either a
very positive or very negative experience regarding my disability, I use “Great for handicapped
(or disabilities)” or “Terrible for handicapped” as a review title. And, of course, tip the front desk
staff appropriately if they helped you, or at least give a hearty thank-you at the time and again
upon leaving.All European cities have their challenges, but many are surmountable and worth
meeting. Yes, there are cobblestones—but, as I’ve said, in the major cities the sidewalks are
usually flat and easily negotiated if you are walking. If you are in a wheelchair or using a scooter,
it will need some terrain-friendly wheels, because you will have to go off the sidewalk from time
to time. Using a walker will not be as much of a problem, if you’re already used to negotiating
curbs and lifting it when you need to.Paris, France, and Edinburgh, Scotland, are my favorite
cities in the world (so far), but I also love New York, Seattle, Vancouver, Canada, and of course
San Francisco (that one is only lower on my list because of the difficulty of those famous and
picturesque, but very steep, hills).Un Petit Journeé á ParisThese days in Paris, at many corners
and at many doorways, there are ramped entrances, although some small shop entrances have



only token ramps that are very steep and short and would require someone pushing from behind
or pulling you up backwards to manage them in a wheelchair. In the late 1990s and early 2000s,
I saw almost no ramped entrances there. The last time I was in Paris, I even saw an electric
wheelchair in the Latin Quarter. Next time I go (and I hope to), I’ll take my motorized trike. If I had
not bought it, I’d have planned to look into seated scooter rentals.The first time I went to Paris, I
was ill-prepared, but fortunately I was able to walk for longer periods in those days (I was thirty-
five). Even then, going to the Louvre was extremely tiring, as was negotiating the long walks
between Métro stops and the stairs up to the streets.
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Carolyn Lee Arnold, “A light-hearted and enlightening guide to the world of physical disabilities.
Francine Falk-Allen has written a delightfully enjoyable book, which you can tell from the title: No
Spring Chicken: Stories and Advice from a Wild Handicapper on Aging and Disability. It gave me
advice I could immediately use—how to talk to or travel with a person with disabilities, and how
to be a good caretaker—all with a big dose of compassion and understanding of people with
physical challenges transmitted in a friendly and entertaining way.We all need this book! We are
all moving towards aging and being disabled or helping someone who is, and Francine writes
about how to be with yourself and others with humor and grace. I learned so much about what a
person with mobility disabilities needs from friends, partners, family, doctors, fellow travelers,
etc. And laughed a lot, thanks to Falk-Allen’s quirky sense of humor. Her travel section rivals Rick
Steves. As a tongue-in-cheek travel guide, Falk-Allen takes us breezily through the US and
Europe, with great tips for navigating with physical disabilities. I’d follow her anywhere—it turns
out that the best destinations for disabled folks are also bucket list contenders for all of us. Other
chapters on managing doctors, living with a person with disabilities, managing pain, making
homes safer and easier for people with physical challenges, using assistive devices, diet,
exercise, and pool therapy are all relevant to anyone with physical challenges and/or their
caretakers.Get this book now, even if you don’t think you need it – you will eventually!”

Deborah Shepherd, “Practical traveling (and staying home) advice for all of us. If we’re lucky
enough to reach our “senior” years, we’re all going to need (and enjoy) Francine Falk-Allen’s NO
SPRING CHICKEN: Stories and Advice from a Wild Handicapper on Aging and Disability. But
readership shouldn’t be limited to the old folks. There is so much practical advice here for the
able-bodied, the not so able-bodied, and caregivers of the not so able-bodied, from a polio
survivor who is also an intrepid world traveler.I’m in my seventies and had pretty much decided
that my traveling days were done. But this book is so hopeful and so funny and, ultimately, so, so
practical, I’m packing it for my next trip abroad, which will happen as soon as it’s safe to travel
again.There are also chapters on using assistive devices; fall-proofing your home; and helpful
exercises for pain relief, complete with how-to illustrations. All useful and well-written.So, don’t
leave home (or stay home) without this book. Falk-Allen is the best kind of guide for living your
best life.”

Peter Strauss, “Step-by-step guide to living productively and happily while dealing with being
handicapped!. This is an amazing book! Francine Falk-Allen provides incredibly useful
nformation, embedded in her own personal narrative, to make a remarkable compendium of
guidelines for a glittering variety of situations. The reading flows so smoothly, and so
personally!  It’s a natural for any handicapped persons and/or caregivers.”

Suzanne Simonetti, “Informative and interesting!. Filled with great insights and tips. I enjoyed the



author’s candor and voice throughout these pages. Recommend for anyone daunted by the idea
of travel from a disability.”

J.A. Wright, “Lots of great information in this book!. The author is well-traveled and well-informed.
It's an interesting and useful book all-around. I loved reading about her experiences in Scotland
and Ireland. It reminded me of my adventures in the same places.”

Carol Handley Paz, “Wonderful information. Wonderful , practical information about travel and
dealing with a handicap in daily life. It would be a good book for a partner of a handicapped
person to read and understand some of the challenges .”

Charlene Allread, “Helpful for disabled and aging persons.. Wonderful book. Everyone with a
disability or just old age should read this book. So helpful in many ways. Was going to pass the
book on after I read it but it’s to good of a reference book not to keep.”

Pamela Kay Valois, “A book for all of us at any age!. I’ve just finished Falk-Allen’s amazing book
and am overwhelmed with her bald honesty and intimate, revelatory style. Although polio at age
three caused her to lose most use of one leg, she is an accomplished world traveler. The first
part of the book immediately hooked me, as I love travel stories. Her detailed advice for those of
us with all levels of handicap made me want to go back to Paris where I’d broken my foot five
years ago and was the only person I saw in a wheelchair in all of Paris. I wish my Physical
Therapist had given me this book with its discussion on how to use crutches or canes, and even
which gloves to buy. I’d love to attend the New Orleans Jazz Festival now that I know that they’ve
“done their best to accommodate disabled people” and where I can find the best crawfish
étouffée. The book flows from details of travel to a few horrors of travel and how to avoid
them.The part of the book that should be required reading for most of us is about how
handicapped people like to be treated, and how to make caregiving a partnership. If we’re not
caregiving now, we will be in the future! Ways of expressing thoughts include saying “I’m sorry
you had to go through this” rather than saying “I feel sorry for you.” Falk-Allen suggests that
people feel sad or even guilty when they cannot assist their loved ones to have the best life
possible.As if these chapters were not enough, Falk-Allen includes strength-training exercises
with drawings, ideas about how to manage pain, how to fall-proof your house, a long resource
list, and finally, how to find or start your own support group.No Spring Chicken is a must-read for
all of us. Keep it handy and buy copies for friends!”

The book by Francine Falk-Allen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 25 people have provided feedback.
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